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HOME 

Category: University 

Day 1: Books, magazines, manuals, notebooks, copies 
Documents that are not used in more than six months, papers stored in boxes and 
desks. 
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Order process and final result 

 

 

 
 
I live in a house with many other students, we spend a lot of paper every day and                  
every week, every semester we buy several books and get many copies. 



I have lived in this house for two years and always when the semester ends we all                 
collect what we use throughout the semester, the important papers are saved; but             
the rest is selected and ordered: books to create our own library, books that can be                
sold because they are in good condition, old books that need to be taken for               
recycling, magazines or manuals and papers that have at least one side of the sheet               
clean (These papers are ordered in a box and kept for the next semester to take                
notes or study). We also keep our notebooks for colleagues who need notes or              
assignments. We always do this before we go to our homes, no blank sheet of paper                
is thrown away. 
 

IDEA 
 
While I made this challenge I had an idea: I would like to talk with other houses 
where my friends live so they can do the same activity, not only with their books, but 
also with their clothes and utensils that they no longer use or want to sell or 
exchange. This would be a spectacular alternative, because university students 
sometimes do not have the money to buy books or totally new appliances. An 
application or a system where any student can learn to acquire something that needs 
to improve not only the economy of all but the quality of life. This is better to have so 
many things stored in boxes without any use. 


